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Involve All Senses in Your Dog’s Environmental Enrichment 
 
Environmental enrichment is important for dogs as it helps stimulate the brain. Its firstapplication 
took place in zoos for welfare purposes so to help captive animals cope better intheir non-natural 
environments. Bored animals can’t play a game of Sudoku or engage inthumb-twiddling to keep 
themselves busy, so they end up engaging in vacuum activities such as restless pacing, stereotyped 
movements or excessive licking or even destructive behaviors such as chewing and digging. While 
today there are many resources to help dogowners enrich their dog’s environment, it’s important to 
involve all of the dog’s senses. 
 
Benefits for Animals 
Until the 1970’s, it was common belief among neuroscientists that the brain underwentchanges only 
during the critical period and afterward remained in a relatively “static” statethroughout adulthood. 
New research (Reference 4) has shown that many aspects of thebrain can change even into 
adulthood, leading to the term “neuroplasticity” (plasticity of thebrain). Research on rats (Reference 
1,2) has found that when rats were placed in a richer,more stimulating environment where they 
were cognitively challenged, they were prone todeveloping a thicker cerebral cortex with a 25 
percent increase in synapses. Additionally, the increase in synapses seemed to be not short lived. 
Indeed, another study (Reference 3) revealed that when the number of synapses increased in adult 
rats, theirnumbers remained high for 30 days despite the rats being returned to an 
impoverishedenvironment. 
 
Benefits for Dogs 
What do the results of this research mean to our dogs? It means that young dogs, adult dogs and 
most of all, old dogs benefit from environmental enrichment. For dogs, the focus is adding an 
element of novelty to an otherwise dull day such as teaching the dog a newtrick or providing dogs 
with safe opportunities to engage in natural, instinctive behaviors without getting in trouble. It’s 
great news that today there is a lot of interest in providingdogs with environmental enrichment, but 
often they fail to fulfill all of a dog’s senses. Sure,it’s good that many dog owners now invest in food-
dispensing toys to keep their dogsmentally stimulated as this is first step towards placing mental 
stimulation away from theback burner, but a dog’s world entails much more than extracting food 
from a Kong. 
Did you know? Dogs can quickly habituate to toys if the same toys are seen on a daily basis. 
This doesn’t mean though that you will have to break the bank and purchase a new toy every day 
just to make your dog happy! Instead, make it a habit to rotate toys. Keep some toys out of sight for 
some time and then present them again. After not seeing them for a while, the dog should show a 
renewed interest in them. 
 
Involving All Senses 
Dogs interact with their world through their main have senses: sight, smell, touch, hearingand taste. 
To enrich a dog’s life, it’s therefore a good idea to incorporate as many senses aspossible. Dog walks 
are often a stimulating way to offer enrichment as dogs are given theopportunity to hear, see and 
smell many stimuli. Car rides with the window slightly open toallow a fresh flow or air along with its 
stimulus package of scents, may also be stimulatingfor dogs. And of course, play dates with friendly 
dogs, games of fetch, training sessions anddog sports are all great ways to keep dogs exercised and 
mentally stimulated. Following areseveral enrichment ideas to address all senses in dogs. 
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Warning: While walks can be optimal for many dogs, dogs who are fearful or reactive dogsmay 
perceive the outdoors as over stimulating. Until their behavior issues can be tackledwith the help of 
a professional, for the time being it might be preferable to manage theenvironment by frequenting 
quiet places or the tranquility of the yard. 
 
Sense of Vision 
Play hide and seek games with your dog where you go out of vision and your dog must findyou. 
Teach your dog to discriminate toys based on different shapes and colors (keep in mind though how 
dogs see colors). Some dogs enjoy watching TV and now there are also TV shows made purposely for 
dogs. Sight hounds may enjoy chasing flirt poles, while retrievers may love chasing and retrieving 
balls. Instead of feeding food from a bowl, why not toss kibble for your dog to catch instead? For 
dogs that aren’t reactive, access to a window canprovide a form of sensorial enrichment. While 
highly visually stimulating, it’s best to avoidusing laser pointers for dogs. 
 
Sense of Hearing 
Teach your dog how to play the piano. Play round-robin games using different people (withdifferent 
tones of voice) and take turns calling your dog and rewarding him for coming. Also,you can have fun 
and train your dog to come at the sound of a whistle. For furtherstimulation when whistle training 
your dog, teach your dog that different whistle pips andblasts mean different things. For example, 
use a special pip for meal time and one for goingon a walk. When your dog is alone during the day, 
play CD’S purposely made for dogs suchas Through a Dog’s Ear. Also, provide toys that make 
different noises. Many small terriersmay enjoy squeaky toys, but be careful as some dogs ingest the 
squeakers. 
 
Sense of Touch 
A dog’s sense of touch involves receiving information about his internal andexternal environment. 
Dogs can be mentally stimulated by offering them toys of differenttextures such as soft toys, hard 
toys, crinkly toys etc. Training the dog to walk on differentsurfaces (on grass, in a puddle, or on 
steps) may also be fun if you make it rewarding. Smallterriers may enjoy walking through agility 
tunnels.Petting our dogs is also a way to provide enrichment. Play games with your family whereyou 

take turns calling your dog, giving him a treat while brie២y petting him. We are used topetting our 
dogs, but there are other forms of tactile stimulation such as grooming,massage and T- Touch. Find 
ways your dog likes to be touched the most. Notice how yourdog reacts to your touch. 
 
Sense of Smell 
Canine nose work has been gaining popularity. You can train your dog to discriminatebetween 
different scents by using essential oils, but check for toxicity before using certainproducts. There are 
specific nose work kits available nowadays. For dogs who love to dig,bury a toy in a bag of kibble for 
a day and then hide the toy in a child’s pool full of sand soyour dog must use his sense of smell to 
find it. Scent hounds may enjoy following trails ofkibble hidden around the yard. Certain types of 
scents can be also calming to dogs such aslavender. 
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Sense of Taste 
Dogs are known for not having very developed taste buds compared to us, but they benefit from 
working for their food. Hide portions of your dog’s meals around the house, stuff aKong in different 
layers made a various types of treats and in the summer make frozentreats. For instance, you can 
place some water in an ice cube tray and insert in the middleone of your dog’s favorite treat or a 
couple of kibble. Once the water freezes, the treat willbe suspended inside the ice cube so your dog 
will need to lick the ice-cube to get to it. Thisis a great way to keep your dog hydrated and 
entertained! Veterinary behaviorist LoreHaug also suggests placing vegetables or fruits safe for dogs 
(apples, carrots, melon, celery)out in the yard or allowing them to float in a wading pool. She warns 
though to avoid grapesor raisins as they’re toxic to dogs. 
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